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Call for fellowship of (Post-doctoral research fellowship)

Project ( 1 01 04291 2 BEE_GEMS-ERC-202 1 StG)

On 1 of 6 2023, al l5:00, the jury selection formed by the Doctor Waldan Kwong, Doctor
Cláudia Campos and Dr. Rodney Eyles, met to analyse the applications to a fellowship
(Research lnitiation Fellowship), in the scope of the project (BEE-GEMS)' funded by the
European Research Council.

The call was open since 5 of 5 2023. The jury analysed the documents included in the

applications that are as annex of this minutes. The call received to the tender 4 candidates

that were classified with the following way:
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't . Ramya Ganesan Yes 33

2.Y esh Dutt í8 '10 56

3. Liliane Moura Yes Ã 24

4. Rafiq Hussain Yes

the Jury.
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Candidate 4 were not qualified for this fellowship position due to the award date of their
phD degree >3 years. Candidàte 1, while meeting all qualiÍications, has not had their degree

awardeã nor has defended her PhD yet, and so is àlso not eligible for this call. The jury decided

none of the remaining candidates were suitable for this position'

All the candidates were informed of the deliberations of the Jury at 7 oJ 06 2023. lf there

"r" 
no' 

"orpt"ints 
during the following 10 working days after the notification, it will be

considered as effective thá decisions oÍIhis minute. being no further business to discuss' the

.àeting tor *nlch these minutes were drawn up was closãd and signed by all the members of
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